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Abstract. This paper explaining the work submitted on Author Profiling and Deception Detection in Arabic Tweets shared task organized
at the Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE) 2019. The
first task Author profiling illustrates identifying the categories of authors based on the Arabic tweets. In the second task, the aim is to
Detect deception in Arabic for two genres such as Twitter and News.
Deception detection means that the automatic way of identifying false
messages in the text content on social network or news. For each task, we
have submitted three different systems. For submission 1, we have used
the Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) based
Support Vector Machine classification and in submission 2, we have used
fastText classifier. For submission 3, we have proposed a low dimensional
weighted document embedding (TFIDF + Word embedding) with SVM
classification. We have attained second place in the Deception detection
and third in Author profiling. The performance difference between the
top team results and the submitted runs are only 3.34% for Author profiling and 1.16% for Deception detection.
Keywords: Author profiling · Deception detection · Arabic tweets ·
Machine Learning · TFIDF · Word embeddings · fastText Classifier ·
Weighted document embeddings.
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Introduction

In our busy day-to-day life, a computer-based technology, social media plays a
major role in sharing of information, ideas, thoughts from one people to another.
Most of the people used to send their personal messages, documents, videos and
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photos through social media network such as Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp etc.
Author profiling is the method which analyse the demographic features of an
author such as age, gender and the language varieties. Some of the applications
of author profiling are forensics, security, marketing, etc. For example, in the
marketing field, it is useful to find which profile of the customer like or dislike
the product. This analysis will help companies for better market segmentation.
From a forensic viewpoint, it is important to find out the profile of the person
who wrote the suspicious text. Deception detection is the method of analysing
whether the given message is lie or truth. The rest of the paper will briefly as
follows: In section 2, we discuss the literature survey about the author profiling
and deception detection in various languages. Section 3 mentions the data set
description and the statistics. In section 4, we explain the methodology and
section 5 discusses the results obtained. In section 6, we conclude the paper with
limitations and future work.
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Related Works

The peculiarities of the Arabic dialectal varieties are used in social media and the
annotation framework is proposed in [1]. The suspicious message of the author
is whether a potential threat or not is focused in Arabic Author Profiling for
Cyber-Security project [2]. The framework for improving the deception detection
accuracy for online digital news veracity is proposed in [3]. Bayesian classification and K- means clustering algorithm to find out the deception detection in
the twitter profile characteristics is proposed to analyze the user behavior [4].
Various features extraction methods proposed in deception detection from Arabic Twitter post [5]. The accuracy gained for the SVM with trigram over other
classifiers is 91.55%. Arabic word correction to manipulate the vulnerability is
explained in [6]. They achieved accuracy of 96.5% for detecting abusive Arabic
tweets.
Author profiling system for Urdu is proposed [8] by word and characterbased term frequency and TFIDF features and support vector machine classifier.
Weighted embeddings based on a novel median-based loss function is explained
[9] with the experimental results on Wikipedia and twitter data. Embedding
variations to the doc2vec embedding on a new evaluation task using Trip advisor
reviews, and also the CQADupStack benchmark are proposed in [10]. Word
mover’s embedding to enable the unsupervised document embedding from pretrained word embeddings is proposed in [11]. Identification of the age and gender
form blog authors are proposed [12] and the experiments on information retrieval
features yielded best predictions.
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Dataset Description

The dataset for Arabic author profiling is given as five different categories where
each consists of three natives. The details of the nativity are given in the overview
of the shared task [14]. The dataset consists of three age groups (25, Between 25
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and 34 and Above 35) and two genders (male and female) in all the categories.
The primary difference between the given deception and profiling dataset is in the
representation. In Author profiling, each XML file which consists of 100 tweets
needs to be labeled as gender, age group, and language variety. But in Deception
detection, each tweet should be identified whether it is truth or lie. Two different
domains such as News and Tweets are given for deception detection. We have
submitted 6 runs for Deception detection.
All the five training dataset of author profiling and deception detection are
completely balanced and the number of documents in different classes are given
on Table 1 and 2.
Table 3 shows the average tokens per line in the deception detection dataset.
For the news genre, the average tokens are similar for training as well as testing.
Conversely, on Twitter, the average token size in test data is more compared
with the train data. Table 4 explains the average token size of the Arabic author
profiling for five training dataset.

Table 1. Author Profiling Data Description

Under
Above
Between

Age
150
150
150

Gender
Male 225
Female 225

Nativity
Native-1 150
Native-2 150
Native-3 150

Table 2. Deception Detection Data Description
Dataset
Qatar-News
Qatar-Twit

Train
1443
532

Test
370
241

Train-Truth
678
259

Train-Lie
765
273

Table 3. Statistics of Deception Detection Dataset
Dataset
Qatar-News
Train
Qatar-Twitter
Qatar-News
Test
Qatar-Twitter

Tokens
25792
10044
6635
4838

Average
17.87387387
18.87969925
17.93243243
20.0746888
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Table 4. Statistics of Author Profiling Dataset
Nativity

TRAIN
DZ AG IQ
TEST
TRAIN
KW LBSY LY
TEST
TRAIN
MA OM PSJO
TEST
TRAIN
QA SA SD
TEST
TRAIN
TN UAE YE
TEST
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Num of Files Num of Sentences Total Tokens Average Tokens
450
45000
612625
1361.38889
144
14400
196697
1365.95139
450
45000
541062
1202.36
144
14400
196320
1363.33333
450
45000
535074
1189.05333
144
14400
179956
1249.69444
450
45000
591206
1313.79111
144
14400
181810
1262.56944
450
45000
712111
1582.46889
144
14400
237461
1649.03472

Methodology

We have totally submitted three methods which are based on TFIDF features
with SVM classifier, word bi-grams with fastText classifier and TFIDF weighted
document embeddings. We have submitted 21 runs for Arabic Author profiling
and Deception detection. In the case of deception detection, we have tried the
same approaches followed for the Arabic author profiling task. The three methods
are explained below.
Submission-1: The first run is based on the conventional method where we
have used the word and character n-gram features with SVM classifier [8]. Word
uni-grams and character bi-grams, trigrams and four-grams are considered as
features. Out of all features, we have considered a maximum of 5000 features for
words and 5000 for characters. These feature values are weighted with TFIDF
values. The final feature matrix is given to the Linear SVM for classification. The
SVM parameters are L2 norm for a penalty with C value 1 and multi-class using
one versus rest. We have followed the same method for Arabic author profiling
and Deception detection.
Submission-2: In the second run, we have used the well-known fastText embedding and classifier [7] for profiling the Arabic authors and identifying the
deception. The fastText classifier is compatible for the sentence classification,
task so for Deception detection we have used the fastText classifier as such. But
in the case of Author profiling task, the XML file is input. Fortunately, all the
training as well as testing XML files are made from equal (100) tweets. So we
have modified the input as individual tweets and trained as a sentence classification task. After tagging the tweets during testing, we have counted the labels
of each XML file and select the maximum label as a label for the corresponding
XML file. The main drawback of this approach is to infer the cross-validation
results. The parameters of fastText are fixed as follows, word bi-grams, learning
rate lr=0.25 and 40 epochs. We have used softmax as the loss function.
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Submission-3: We have developed the weighted word embedding model for
the third submission. Here, we have used the Arabic pre-trained word vectors
from Arabic tweets and web pages [13]. The complete architecture of the model
is shown in Figure 1. In the case of Author profiling, initially word unigram
features are vectorized using conventional TFIDF vectorizer. The maximum features are limited to 5000, so each XML document is represented as 5000 unique
words. All the XML documents in the training data are TFIDF vectorized with
maximum feature size of 5000. The existing skip-gram based Arabic pre-trained
vectors [13] of size 300 are used to create the embedding matrix for the unique
words. The words which are not present in the pre-trained vectors are considered
as unknown words, for these words the embeddings are generated randomly from
the word vectors. Finally, we have taken the dot product between the TFIDF
and embedding matrix which results in the document transformed to low dimensional document vectors. These set of vectors are considered as TFIDF weighted
document embeddings which are further trained using SVM.

Fig. 1. Weighted Document Embedding Framework.
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Results

Table 5 and 6 illustrates the top three team’s performance on the shared task.
Table 7 and 8 shows the Arabic Author profiling and Deception detection accuracies of the three proposed methods. These results are given by the task
organizers [14]. We have attained the third position in author profiling and second in Deception detection. The best accuracy of our submissions obtained for
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Author profiling in Arabic tweets for gender it is 0.7667, age it is 0.5722 and the
variety it is 0.9694. The performance also evaluated jointly where the accuracy
gained is 0.4222. The top accuracy gained for Deception detection for news it is
0.7331 and for Twitter, it is 0.8541, the average performance of the accuracy is
obtained as 0.7887.
Table 5. Top three team’s results of Author Profiling
TEAM-RANK RANK
TEAM
GENDER AGE VARIETY JOINT
1
1
DBMS-KU.2
0.7944 0.5861 0.9722 0.4556
2
2
Nayel.1
0.8153 0.5708
0.975
0.4486
2
3
Nayel.3
0.8014 0.5792 0.9708 0.4486
1
4
DBMS-KU.3
0.7833 0.5819 0.9778 0.4444
1
5
DBMS-KU.1
0.7778 0.5792 0.9736 0.4347
3
6
KCE DAlab.sub1 0.7667 0.5722 0.9583 0.4222

Table 6. Top three team’s results of Deception Detection
TEAM-RANK RANK
TEAM
NEWS TWITTER AVERAGE
1
1
Nayel.3
0.7542
0.8464
0.8003
1
2
Nayel.1
0.7417
0.8463
0.794
2
3
KCE DAlab.sub1 0.7232
0.8541
0.7887
2
4
KCE DAlab.sub2 0.7331
0.8293
0.7812
3
5
DBMS-KU.2 0.7352
0.8125
0.7739

Table 7. Author Profiling Results
Submission
GENDER AGE VARIETY JOINT
KCE DAlab.sub1 0.7667 0.5722 0.9583 0.4222
KCE DAlab.sub2 0.7458 0.5708 0.9694 0.4125
KCE DAlab.sub3 0.7444 0.5028 0.9583 0.3694
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we illustrate the work on the identification of age, gender and
language variety in author profiling and deception detection in Arabic (APDA).
Using the given training dataset, we have developed three systems. We have
used the Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency and SVM, fastText
classifier method and weighted word embedding with SVM. Compared with the
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Table 8. Deception Detection Results
Submission
KCE Dalab.sub1
KCE Dalab.sub2
KCE Dalab.sub3

NEWS TWITTER AVERAGE
0.7232
0.8541
0.7887
0.7331
0.8293
0.7812
0.6613
0.6791
0.6702

traditional model the most expected weighted embeddings attained less accuracy. The main reason for less accuracy is that the certain words in the given
dataset are not present in the pre-trained model. Even though, we have used the
pre-trained model of Arabic tweets, around 30% of unknown words present in
the training data. This can be resolved with the recent character-specific word
embeddings. With this 30% of information loss, the performance of the proposed
low-dimensional document embedding on Author profiling attained decent accuracy. In the future, this can be enhanced with character-specific embedding and
retrain the pre-trained models.
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